Replaces the 2.25” clock and provides fast responding to CO threat detector.

### CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTORS

**AERO 353-101/201** - The AERO 353 has a built-in state-of-the-art CO sensor that immediately reacts to the presence of CO. It was designed for pilots who want the unit to be small, so it takes up a minimum panel space, and provides pilots a peace of mind. Detector will go into alarm mode within five minutes if CO level is greater than 50 PPM. The unit has dual light LED alarm; Amber less than 99 PPM and Red 100 PPM and above. Very simple installation (2-4 hours). For experimental aircraft only.

- Aero Model 353...P/N 13-16423...$289.00
- Aero Model 353 w/ Pressure Sensor...P/N 13-16424...$389.00
- Aero Model 353 Display Only...P/N 13-16427...$289.00
- CO2 Detector for MVP and GCR...P/N 10-03188...$289.00
- 33SP-201 Remote Mount...P/N 13-06917...$459.00

**AERO 553** - Replaces the 2.25” clock and provides the latest CO protection that displays 30 to 999 PPM in the cockpit, as well as in the unit’s cabinet. A compact and lightweight unit meant to use as little panel space as possible. It incorporated the 451-101 combination probe CO detector for the cockpit in a small package.

This CO detection unit is perfect for builders and pilots looking for basic protection from the dangers of carbon monoxide in their certified aircraft or helicopter.

- Model 451-101 Panel Mount...P/N 13-21110...$478.00
- Model 451-201 Remote Mount...P/N 13-21111...$399.00

**AERO 452** - Input Power-14 / 28 V DC. Power Usage-Less than 1 Watt, 10 Watts with heater ON. Temp Range -20 deg C to 55 deg C. Inspection - Each Unit % tested. Humidity - 5 % to 95 % RH (non-condensing).

- Circuit Breaker-2 Amp. Design-Meets TSO-CABA Weight-3.5 Oz. Sensor-Tested to 25,000 Ft. Calibration-100 and 500 PPM. Output-Dual Relay Output for, Panel Warning light / Annunciator. WARRANTY The AERO 452 comes with a 1 year limited warranty. The warranty will be void if the unit has been opened or tampered with.

- P/N 13-07010...$479.00

**AERO 454** - The AERO 454 can wirelessly transmit your GPS location up to three iOS devices; iPad, iPod, iPhone enabled tablet. The Model 454 device is also designed to detect, measure, and provide alerts to the crew of reciprocating engine type aircraft before the cockpit level of carbon monoxide (CO) reaches a critical level. In addition it also gives Cabin altitude warning at 10K, 12.5K and 14K. Input Power: 14/28 V DC. Weight-4 Oz. Standard...P/N 11-10663...$495.00

**AERO 455** - CO Guardian prods avionics’ aviation’s first built-in pulse oximeter for airborne panels. This Life Guardian AERO-455 has been designed for all aircraft with limited panel space. This small pulse Oximeter with CO Detector mounts easily in most panels and transmits data to the MFD’s via RS232. Current MFD manufacturers include Electronics International, Advanced Flight Technologies, Grand Rapids Instruments and on upcoming releases of Avidyne Entegra Release 9. P/N 11-07993...$999.00

**AERO-S51** - It is fast responding to CO threat detector that is designed to standard 2 1/4” hole. This unit is our most sophisticated CO detector that has an extremely fast response when CO is present. The S51 unit shows continuous CO Level from 0PPM to 999 PPM. P/N 13-06919...$589.00

### GASALERT CLIP EXTREME CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTOR

The Dräger Pac 3500 has no lifetime limitation and is ideal for fast and accurate personal monitoring and detection of carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulphide or oxygen.

**DRAGER PAC SINGLE GAS MONITORS**

**Dräger Pac® 3500** - Workplace safety devices need to be fast and accurate. That is why the Dräger Pac 3500 is ideal for the personal monitoring of industrial carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulphide, along with hydrogen maintenance-free for up to two years.

- P/N 13-07016...$226.95

**Dräger Pac® 5500** - Long-lasting quality is key when it comes to workplace safety. The Dräger Pac 5500 combines with minimal training requirements and negligible maintenance costs make the GasAlertClip Extreme one of the most cost-effective gas detection solutions for facility workers and onsite maintenance personnel.

Gas Alert Clip Extreme II CO (2 Years)....P/N 13-09667...$159.95
Gas Alert Clip Extreme III CO (3 Years)....P/N 13-09668...$288.95
Gas Alert Clip Extreme CO 0-1000PPM....P/N 13-35600...$99.99

**LONG LIFE CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTOR**

No longer do you have to replace that Carbon Monoxide Detector every 28 days, the new Dräger Eye Carbon monoxide detector offers a minimum 18 months of sensor life. P/N 09-35601...$10.90

**STANDARD CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTOR**

Dräger Pac 5500 has no lifetime limitation and is ideal for fast and accurate personal monitoring and detection of carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulphide or oxygen.

**ASA CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTOR**

Carbon Monoxide (CO) is a toxic, odorless, and tasteless gas produced by incomplete combustion of gasoline, kerosene, natural gas, butane, fuel oil, wood, coal, and other fossil fuels. Dangerous levels of CO can be produced by internal combustion engines or from any poorly vented or improperly adjusted fuel-burning appliance. Exposure to CO may cause sickness, headaches, or even death. P/N 13-08785...$3.99

**DIGITAL CO2 DETECTOR**

The extremely affordable DCO 1001 has a measuring range of 0-1000 ppm and comes with a soft twist strap, 3 “AAA” batteries and an instruction manual. Features:

- Adjustable co warning level
- LCD dual digital display
- Bright backlight
- self test
- LED battery indicator
- YC selectability
- Auto power off + Auto zero + Range: 0-999ppm
- Resolution: 1ppm + Battery life is 250 hours when the backlight is on

P/N 12-01858...$144.85

**MODEL 300 POCKET CO**

Pocket CO Model 300 is the world’s smallest and most affordable carbon monoxide detector, alarm and dosimeter. About the size of a key fob weighs less than 1 oz. Range: 0 – 5000ppm; first alarm at 50ppm, second at 125ppm, third at 400ppm. Also has an 8-hour TWA warning alarm at 25ppm. Self-checks upon start and carries a 1-year warranty.

- P/N 13-06639...$131.95

**FLIGHT DATA SYSTEMS GD-40**

**CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTOR**

Integrates with most EFSI Systems - Connect via RS232 or a Switched Input. Audio Voice Alerts. LED and Discrete Warning/Status Outputs - Two LED included. Monitors Cabin Altitude - Aural Alerts to remind you to don your Oxygen Mask. Calibrated Using Precision Gas. P/N 11-09843...$295.00

**ACCESSORIES**

Replacement/Spare Battery...P/N 13-06640...$4.50
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